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Cool
The new BreeZZy Cool™ open cell gel memory foam, combines the finest
properties of softness and resiliency of our superior high density foams with a
gel infusion that helps to maintain your body temperature while you sleep. Our
infusion process evenly distributes the cooling nature of gel throughout the
memory foam base; keeping the mattress cool, fresh, and dry.
What makes open cell memory foams better you ask?
Think of open cell memory foam as having tiny air balloons in its core. Even with
pressure applied to the foam, air is able to flow through the memory foam
mattress.
With 100% gel infusion and open cell breathability, BreeZZy Cool™ is the
perfect top comfort layer of the bed.
BreeZZy Cool™ reduces your sleep surface temperature by an additional 1 to 2 degrees; providing durability, envelopment and pressure relieving
properties. The results are a luxuriously cool and extremely comfortable sleep experience.

Sleep Cool. Feel Refreshed.
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Newest material available to help you get a great night’s sleep.
100% Gel infused to help regulate your body temperature.
The open cell structure helps increase air flow and dissipates heat, to keep your body cooler.
Proprietary gel formula infused in our premium BreeZZy Cool™ Gel Memory Foam.
Our gel is made of urethane, so it is infused down to the molecular level! It will never flake or
leach out.
Passes the requirements of California Technical Bulletin 117-2013.
Made with zero CFC’s or fillers.
Contains natural Bio content made with VPC Group Inc. BioPlush™ technology platform.
Available in solid colour or swirl pattern
Available in multiple density levels.
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